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Delphy is contributing to

Health, food safety, 
sustainability and the well-
being of the people in this 
world

Optimization in production of 
crops through knowledge 
development and 
implementation

Achieving your goals by 
sharing knowledge and 
expertise through our 
consultants and researchers
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World wide > 250 
people working on 
agricultural advise and
research



René Corsten
r.corsten@delphy.nl
+31 6 53 37 45 39

Senior consultant since 1989

Specialist in:
- Chrysanthemum
- Lisianthus
- Bouvardia
- Cutflowers
- (Medicinal) Cannabis

But also a generalist on plant 
physiological problems with a 
large network of contacts
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Dirk van der Gaag

d.vandergaag@delphy.nl

+31 6 83 18 35 74

Full time consultant and
researcher in Cannabis at 
Delphy since 2020
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Medicinal Cannabis Team

Our team consists of 8 consultants and a researcher 
with a wide variety of experience & knowledge on 
how to optimize quality and production of Agricultural 
crops on your production locations, Medicinal
Cannabis included!

So we have a good fundament on also optimizing the 
production and quality of Medicinal Cannabis 



Medicinal Cannabis Team

All knowledge of a wide
variety of crops
available in one team 
for Cannabis



The 5 biggest challenges:

1. Genetics

2. Making good vital cuttings

3. The right nutrient strategy

4. Optimizing climate control

5. Optimizing Cannabinoids with a vital plant



1. Genetics:

Most companies have their own strategy, sometimes
awefull, sometimes reasonable, not so often good

→Select varieties you want to grow

→Start with tissue culture, or better to start with now
or in the near future: buy these varieties from
companies specialized in tissue culture for Cannabis



2. Makin good vital cuttings:

Option 1: allways buy tissue culture

Option 2: buy tissue culture and set up motherplants
→ Pick cuttings not longer then 16 - 20 weeks from a motherplant, than

refresh the motherplants

→ Pick daily or at least once every 2 days for equal cuttings: visually and 
anatomically the cuttings must be equal

→ Store cuttings at 5-7 C. for a few days so callas can be made for
better rooting

→ Optimize rooting conditions

In general you can say that the 
quality of made cuttings is low -
the loss has already been made 
at the start of cultivation



3. The right nutrients:

What nutrients does Cannabis need?
→ This is not much different from other crops

→ Choose a tomato or chrysanthemum 

nutrient strategy

Also important!
→ Start with a good quality of substrate

→ And be sure you have a good irrigation

system and strategy – plants love water

and love to grow, so if young plants look 

like if they are in the dessert something

is going wrong 



4. What is the optimal climate:

You can grow in a greenhouse (free sun!) or a 
growing room (every day the same conditions), as 
long as it is a closed system – you don’t want 
polution from outside & the growing conditions must 
be optimal



Good growing starts with the right 
assimilates balance

Assimilation (making of sugars)
- Light
- CO2
- Humidity

Dissimilation (burning of sugars)
- Temperature
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More CO2 = more growth
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Dosing CO2 increases
production with more 
than 50%



More light = more temperature
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5. Optimizing ingredients with a vital plant:

How to get the most ingredients? Just optimize the 
whole growing process from beginning till the end!

→ Good genetics

→ Healthy rooted cuttings

→ A good nutrient strategy

→ A good growing climate

→ Avoid pest and diseases

Don’t stress the plant too much in the first 5-6 
weeks, and if you start to stress in the end, do this
with a high EC and air-movement



Conclusions:

There is still a lot to improve in the growing of 
Medicinal Cannabis – in general and on farm level

More research and knowledge is needed

→That’s why Delphy starts with research in indoor 
production chambers

Delphy wants to be your partner in this route! 

You can contact us at r.corsten@delphy.nl
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Thank you for your attention!
We love to hear from you!


